
  

 

 
MORNING SESSION– 9:30AM TO 12:30PM 

DESCRIPTION OF SESSIONS 
 Safe Guide Training  

Safe Guide is a guide on how to plan and deliver safe activities for girls. It includes information on the 

following as well as details for specific activities: 

 Supervision ratios 
 Leader supervision and training requirements 

 Activities that are not permitted 

 Obtaining parent/guardian permission for their girl to participate 

When GGC permission is required 

 MORNING SESSION– 9:30AM TO 11:00AM 

DESCRIPTION OF SESSIONS 
A Conflict Management  

This module is designed to help you develop a personal understanding of conflict and give you the 

skills to effectively manage conflict whenever and wherever it arises. This module will teach you to 

understand conflict and your views of conflict, identify conflict and the role body language and tone of 

voice play, and manage conflict people in conflict. 

B Building Unit Guider Skills  Red Pin one of 5 modules   

This training will provide new Unit Guiders with an overview of their role, how to use the girl-driven 

approach to Guiding, and strategies to engage girls in planning and decision-making. Additionally, 

new Unit Guiders will learn how to construct an effective unit meeting and learn the components of 

the program that ensure girls have fun in Guiding. 

C Event Planning Light 

Learn how to plan an event in a few easy steps…. 

 MORNING SESSION– 11:00AM TO 12:30PM 

DESCRIPTION OF SESSIONS 
D Time Management 

This module is designed to help you gain the skills and knowledge to effectively manage the time you 

spend Guiding and to use these skills to make your work within Guiding more enjoyable. This module 

will help you learn about setting priorities to ensure your activities match your priorities and goals, 

making a Plan and using effective tools, following through with the Plan to evaluate your time and 

avoid procrastination, the relationship between time and stress to avoid burnout and learn to say, “No.” 

E All About Your Branch -   Branch Specific  Red Pin one of 5 modules   

This training will help new Guiders learn all about their branch. Guiders will explore the physical, 

intellectual, and social development of girls in their age group along with best practices for engaging 

them. Guiders will also discover traditions and learn how to create engaging unit meetings that reflect 

the uniqueness of their specific age group. 

F Campfire Planning and Songs 

A campfire is not only singing but also a ceremony in Girl Guides. Learn the basics to planning and 

some songs that can be used. 



  

 AFTERNOON SESSION– 1:30PM TO 3:00 PM 

DESCRIPTION OF SESSIONS 

G Camp Quartermastering   

Ideas for  planning menus, budgeting, ideas to include dietary requirements in your camp planning 

H The Girl Program  Red Pin one of 5 modules   

This training will introduce Guiders to the girl program, including structure, content, badges and 

awards, and the program platform. 

I TRUE COLOURS 1.5 HRS 

What colour is your true personality? Personality Color = Personality Type  

 

 AFTERNOON SESSION– 3:00PM TO 4:30 PM 

DESCRIPTION OF SESSIONS 

J Themes Camps 

Learn some creative ideas on how to develop a theme for your camp using girls input.  Plan your 

menu, activities etc. to enhance the theme.  Explore Camp in a Box with all the resources needed for 

camp planning. 

K Bringing Out Their Best 

Girls with Guiding come to us with a different profile of strengths and weaknesses.  Like us, they have 

their good days and not so good days.  But occasionally, we are challenged with a girl whose 

behaviour is pervasively difficult and disruptive.  In addition to being extremely frustrating, difficult 

behaviour is time and energy consuming, disrupts the group functioning, interferes with programming 

and decreases everyone’s enjoyment of activities.  Through discussion and activities this session will 

explore skills and strategies for managing difficult and disruptive behaviour.  All ages will be covered, 

but strategies for Sparks, Brownies and Guides will be covered in greatest detail. 

 

L OAL Getting Outside 

The Getting Outside module is the first of the OAL training modules. The focus of this module is to 

train Guiders so they can give girls the opportunity to experience the outdoors through activities such 

as: outdoor games, walks in the park, nature observation activities and to learn basic outdoor skills 

such as using a compass or building a fire. The OAL program also includes modules for residential 

camping, tent camping, and adventure camping. The intention of this module is for Guiders to learn 

how to engage girls in planning and preparing for an outing as well as to provide ideas for age-

appropriate programming in the outdoors. 

 

 


